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It’s amazing the effect a font type* can have on you,
because when I saw ‘Angus Wyatt’ writ large and white,
boldly occupying the central space of a demure grey
background, it reeked *big wig at Channel 4*. And hence a
ticket was purchased. 

*it’s Gnuolane Bold

This is Angus Wyatt. 👶

They should have used Comic Sans on a party balloon background instead. 

His real ambition is to become a TV presenter (now’s the time to pick up that phone

to Philip Schofield).

Channel 4 has the ‘principle of diversity written into its remit’ and the host is the

Museum of Brands which explores how ‘brands shape our world’. 

Proving that identity politics and advertising have made perfect bedfellows.
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Angy-baby began with his pronouns, ‘he/him/his, if anyone of you want to know’ (we

didn't, thanks). 

He explained the + symbol stands for ‘queer, questioning, asexual, pansexual,

intersex and everything in between’. Pups and adult babies then? 🤔

And I’m going to use the acronym LGBT+ religiously throughout, just like Angy-baby,

as he’s the only person I’ve heard manage it to say in full *every* time.
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Research (by Mens Pharmacy website?! I think he said) of the 220 most popular TV

shows over last 10 years revealed there were 153 LGBT+ lead roles.

Yet 76% of these actors weren’t actually LGBT+ people IRL, and this reflected in the

‘authenticity’ of their performances.
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Policies put in place off screen could help affect policies which are applied to on

screen.

Scarlett Johansson might well be a better box office draw than a lesser known trans

actor (no shit), but the latter would do a better job because they would be ‘authentic’.
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C4 endeavoured to increase diversity in 2015 with its 360 degree Diversity Charter



both on and off screen, including in-house diversity targets. 

Staff were asked to complete diversity monitoring forms which included sexual

orientation and gender identity.

In respect of LGBT+ staff, C4 has set a target of having 7.8%.

(That’s a high target proportionally as 2010 Census puts LGB at around 2% and

although AW stated that LGBT% population is 6%,

there are no reliable figures for trans-identified people, but I suppose if you include

‘questioning’ people that could potentially all of us?) �

C4 aren’t too far off as currently 7.3% of C4 staff identify as LGBT+.

AW assured us that this wasn’t positive discrimination as C4 still select the best

candidates, fishing from the widest pool, using the LGBT+ job sites, such as

MyGWork and Stonewall, to advertise posts.

Project Diamond is an online system used across all mainstream TV channels to

collect consistent diversity data, run by the Creative Diversity Network (CDN is a

press/diversity junket and also gave Butterfly, the trans kid puberty blocker drama,

an award in 2019.)

C4 recently published, for the first time, its ‘LGBT+ pay gap’, which is 17.7%, though

AW admitted this figure was skewed because it was likely that high up executives may

be not be out.

(It also clearly doesn’t include any show business talent C4 represents.)

C4 was getting ahead of this becoming a legal requirement (god help us).

4 yrs on from original Diversity Charter, C4 has 3 new targets:

-Build an inclusive workforce

-On screen performances should be inclusive/authentic (i.e. played by ‘real’ LGBT+

ppl)

-Be the industry leader

AW said there is evidence that C4 has benefited greatly from this strategy, as C4 is

now in the Top 100 of Stonewall’s Workplace Equality Index (having risen over 100

places to 35).

C4 also awarded ‘Best Diverse Company’ at National Diversity Awards (another

industry junket).

AW help set up 4Pride in 2015, C4’s LGBT+ staff network. 

It has over 120 members, equating to 16% of all C4 staff, and is open to non-LGBT+

staff.

Well *quite*. 

7.3% out of 16% leaves approx. 8.7%.



Meaning there are more straights in the network than LGBT+!!!

It communicates to all staff internally through internal coms, regular staff emails,

desk drops, digital adverts and, of course, the CEO is also a keen sponsor.
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Driving change internally has included introduction of ‘gender neutral toilets’, ‘Trans

Allies’ training and a ‘Transitioning at work’ policy.

There are 15 events pa across offices nationwide, social and networking events, as

well as film screenings, focussed discussions, etc.

The network also raises money for the wider LGBT+ community.

Recipients include Mermaids, LGBT Foundation, and Terence Higgins Trust.

Furthermore C4 itself has given free airtime to Pride in London worth £250K and to

Stonewall worth £50K.

There is a main network group, Intermedia UK, which all the other LGBT+ groups in

TV are plugged into (these are the pillars of Stonewall's Workplace Equality Index. 

In 2018 Ofcom surveyed diversity in TV using focus groups of TV viewers. Data found

people generally thought all

diversity representation was better. 

However, concerns included:

* most trans representation was negative/limited, and focused on medical issues

* too much focus on gay/bi men as opposed to lesbians/bi women (5x more)

* reliance on stereotypes

Government Equalities Office
@GEOgovuk

 As part of @LGBTHM we want to hear from you. When did 
you first see LGBT representation in literature, film or media? 
Get involved in the conversation using #LGBTfirsts
 
Rebecca first saw LGBT representation on TV watching 
@FriendsTV when she was young #LGBTHM2020
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AW said Govt. Equalities Office has noted this research and pledged to work with the

media and schools (?) to challenge gender and other stereotypes being portrayed on

screen.  

(I was a bit confused by that but then came across this tweet.)

67 9:43 AM - Feb 10, 2020

36 people are talking about this

AW repeated that viewers ‘could sense’ that they knew when a performance had been

‘inauthentic’ - and again drove the point home that LGBT+ characters should really

only be played by LGBT+ actors.
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Next topic: Advertising. 

Av. UK adult soaks up 1 hour of ads per day.

C4 commissioned YouGov survey looking at all minority group representation.

1,000 adverts were included in study, and assessed for BAME, disability and LGBT+

representation, using focus groups.

AW stated that LGBT+ people rarely feature in ads with representation being 3%, and

took lead roles in less 1% of adverts.
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(Remember AW says that LGBT+ pop. is 6%, but this is not borne out by Census

data).

LGBT+ people who took part in the YouGov focus groups reported that they were

disappointed that ads didn’t represent ‘bisexual couples’ (😂😂😂) and felt there was

little representation of gender fluid and transgender people. 🙄

Bisexual couples though. 😂😂😂

In 2016 C4 launched the Diversity in Advertising Award.

In its first year it focussed on disability and then most recently LGBT+ to tie in with

the anniversary of the Stonewall riots.

The prize is £1 Million’s worth of free airtime.

Starbucks naturally won the Diversity in Advertising Award this year with

#WhatsYourName

I know it will come as a shock to you all that Stonewall was on the judging panel.

In the Starbucks ad, a ‘transman’ deals with the trauma of being ‘deadnamed’, until a

Starbucks barista kindly and interestedly asks what ‘his’ name is and miraculously

spells it correctly.

(The fantasy is deep with this one.)

AW stated that using a trans person’s pronouns can help reduce their anxiety and

suicidal thoughts (remember this *isn’t* a mental illness). 

AW then played us the Starbucks advert designed specifically for a UK audience.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/pcSP1r9eCWw

Starbucks actions aren’t tokenistic, since the ‘Mermaid cookie’ (which has helped

market the advert and vice versa) is available across *all* its stores.
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Starbucks donates 50p for each cookie sold to the trans children’s charity Mermaids.

AW told us Mermaids provides families and young people access to much needed

information and reassurance.

Luckily for Starbucks, AW said, Lucy Clark, the world’s first trans referee, has

welcomed the advert and someone from the Independent also wrote something nice.

There’s still a long way to go, opined AW, and there was a need to get better

representation for kids growing up today to see themselves reflected on TV. 

Very last appeal to us was ‘buy a Mermaid cookie’.

(God won’t someone think of the children!?)
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Q&A

Q: What influence can C4 exert on production companies?

A: AW said C4 had to get their own house in order before asking stakeholders to

change their policies. 

A policy paper has been shared with production companies on expectations,

including quotas.

Q (from woman): How can we get children educated on LGBT+ through children’s

TV?

A: C4 only commissions programmes suitable for a 14+ audience but agreed that kids

needed to see LGBT+ representation on kids TV.

Young woman, likely trans-identified, who worked at a major national charity,

wanted tips on how to push boundaries.

(It seemed she had already been warned the charity didn’t want to alienate donors.)

AW said gender [identity] is a new area. Things take shape over time, but that

Starbucks had taken a step in right direction, and rest of the industry would catch up.

First woman who asked question about kids TV, said if the donors didn’t like it,

charity shouldn’t placate and instead find new donors instead amongst the people

who would now feel included (i.e. the golden 6%).
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AW ended by saying that younger audiences nowadays are much more fluid, don’t

identify as much now as completely heterosexual or homosexual, and will disengage

with material which doesn’t represent them, therefore the industry has to keep up.



• • •
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